Tokheim EYE
Security Solution

Tokheim EYE is a powerful but easy to use
digital camera surveillance system designed
for petrol stations. Tokheim EYE only stores
relevant images – so you can quickly view
images captured from the cameras as soon as
movement is detected. Tokheim EYE stores the
receipt number and filling number together with
the images; this unique connection means that
you can retrieve images of events or a particular
filling or transaction by receipt or filling number
or alternatively you can find images by date
and time.

“Tokheim EYE is our most
advanced high-definition
CCTV solution. Specifically
developed for service
stations – bringing pumps,
payment and imagery
together.”

Tokheim EYE at a glance
Zoom in with high-definition
Select an area on the screen you want to zoom in on. It is
that simple. Quickly zoom in on people or number plates,
while retaining crisp, quality images.

Drag and drop
Tokheim EYE is easy to use. The clever interface allows
you to simply drag and drop camera thumbnails on to the
media player.

Image on Fuel POS
Display images (up to 9 in total) of the filling on your cashier’s
screen. Touch a thumbnail to change the image. It helps
avoid mix-ups and speeds up the sales process.

Number Plate Recognition
Both static and dynamic (moving) ANPR is an optional
feature. Store drive-offs in a blacklist directory. If the license
plate appears at the petrol station again, the cashier is
automatically notified.

Additional options
Complete security control
See it all from the control room.
Monitor and connect to fire alarms,
forecourt speakers, access controls
and more. View multiple sites from
one control-room screen.
View remotely
Access real-time or historical footage
of your site from your computer,
smartphone or tablet. Compatible
with iPhone, Android, Windows and
Blackberry.

On the forecourt
• View all your cameras as thumbnails. Drag and drop
to player to view
• Search by date/time or receipt/pump transaction
• Quickly and easily view a list of “drive-offs”

In the shop
• Easy to navigate tabs make it simpler to find the best images
• Advanced search and filter by operator, product, credit card
and more
• View the receipt of the transaction on screen

Event-driven security
Tokheim EYE stores “event-driven” images only. Filter and
refine by product type, voids, tanker refuel, dispenser panel
doors opened...100’s of events to choose from.

Tokheim EYE
Benefits
Reduce losses from “drive-offs”

Prevent fraud on the forecourt

Local knowledge, global team

Proactively reduce drive-offs through
vehicle registration blacklists. Crystal
clear images available instantly.

Connect to other areas including tank
manholes and fuel pump panels to stop
large losses.

Reduce losses from ‘shrinkage’

Increase throughput and reduce
mix-ups

Tokheim has an international support
network that puts service first. We are
there every step of the way to find
effective solutions to complex security
challenges.

Integrated EPOS and cameras ensure
you can detect suspicious patterns, and
act upon employee theft.
Save time searching
Stop searching through hours of CCTV
footage. Find the event quickly and
easily with filter options.

Images on the screen of the Fuel POS
reduce mix-ups at the till, especially
convenient at busy times.
Use of existing equipment and
infrastructure
With Tokheim EYE we can often use
existing cables and cameras when
upgrading a site.

Tokheim
Worldwide

Contact

Further information

Corporate Headquarters
Tokheim Group

For any further information and detailed contacts for each country, please visit
our website at www.tokheim.com or email us at info@tokheim-international.com.

Paris Nord 2
35, Allée des Impressionnistes
Immeuble Le Cézanne
93420 Villepinte
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 90 77 00
Fax: +33 (0)1 49 90 77 77

*As Tokheim regularly improves its products in line with evolving market and
regulatory requirements, it reserves the right to change any of the specifications
of these products, and this document without prior notice.
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